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INTRODUCTION 
An open problem in [BJR] asks for an algebraic proof of the exactness 
of 
H,(G) + r(Gab) -+ J,(G) -+ H,(G) -+ 0, (1) 
where G is a group, H,(G) is its nth integral homology, r(Gab) is J. H. C. 
Whitehead’s “universal quadratic construction” (see below), and J,(G) is 
the kernel of the homomorphism G 0 G -+ G from the non-abelian tensor 
square of G to G (see below). In this note we give such a proof. In fact we 
do more: we show that (1) is part of a long exact sequence 
+H,+l(G)-~n(Gab)-+J,(G)+Hn(G)+ ... + T2(Gab)+J2(G)-H2(G)-+0, 
(2) 
where r,,, J, are new functors for n 2 3 (see below) and Tz = f. We obtain 
r, and J,, as derived functors of r and 0 (using simplicial techniques 
developed in [BB]). 
1. TENSOR PRODUCT AND QUADRATIC CONSTRUCTION 
Let G be a group. The tensor product G @ G was defined in [L], [D], 
and [BL] to be the group generated by the symbols x @ y for x, y E G, 
subject to the relations 
xx’@y=(xx’x-‘c-gxyx-‘)(x@y), 
-mYY’=(x@Y)(YxY-‘@YY’Y-‘), 
for x, x’, y, y’ E G. There is a homomorphism a: G 0 G -+ G’ defined on 
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generators by 8(x@ y) = [x, y] =xyx-‘yP1. Following [BL] we write 
.I*( G) = ker 8. 
Let Go6 = G/G’ be the abelianisation of G. Then following [W] we take 
Z(Gab) to be the abelian group generated by the symbols ya for a E Gab, 
subject to the relations 
w  = Y(U ~ l), 
(PbC)(Y~W)(YC) = (Y~b)(YbC)W) 
for a, b, c E Gab. There is a homomorphism (see [BL] ) +: Z’(Gab) + G @ G 
defined on generators by $(y(xG’)) = x Q x. The image of $ is a normal 
subgroup of G 0 G, and the cokernel of $ is written G A G. 
PROPOSITION 1 [BL]. Zf F is a free group, then there is a short exact 
sequence 
1 - T(F”‘) “, FQ F- F’ - 1. 
Proof A topological proof is given in [BL]. For an algebraic proof 
recall that in [El] it was shown that the methods of [M] yield an 
isomorphism F’ g F A F. Thus it only remains to show that $ is injective. 
But as pointed out in [BL] the composite homomorphism 
T(Fab) + F@ F-r FabQ Fab, yuHuQu, 
maps the basis of the free abelian group r(Fab) to part of a basis of 
Fab @ Fob, and hence + is injective. (In fact the injectivity of ti needs only 
Fab to be free abelian.) 1 
2. DERIVED FUNCTORS 
Let T be any endofunctor on the category of groups. We shall recall the 
definition of the derived functors L,T (n 2 0) of T (cf. [BB]). 
Let G be a group. Let F’G be the free group on G, and set F”G = 
F1F”-‘Gforn~2.For1~i~nlet&1:F”G~F”-’Gdenotethecanonical 
homomorphism induced by applying Fip ’ to the standard “augmentation” 
map F’F”-‘G + F”-’ G (where FOG = G). Let dl: TF”G + TF”- ‘G be the 
map dl= T&y induced by E:. Finally let M,T G) = fi, Sic n ker d; and 
M;(G) = TF’G. 
The homomorphisms d7 restrict to give a complex of (not necessarily 
abelian groups 
4 4 
- M,T(G)- M,T, (G)- ... -M;(G)-+ 1 
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with the property that the image of di is normal in MT- ,(G). The 
homology groups of this complex are the derived fimctor.s of T; more 
precisely, we define 
LnT_,(G)=kerd~/imd::=:, n8 1. 
By a short exact sequence of endofunctors T’ * T --*-, T” on the category 
of groups we mean a pair of natural transformations such that for all free 
groups F the sequence 1 -+ T’F --+ TF + T”F -+ 1 is a short exact sequence 
of groups. 
~OPOSITION 2. A short exact sequence of endofunctors T’ w T + T” 
yields a long exact sequence of groups 
-+ L;‘(G) --, L;(G) -+ L;“(G) -+ L,T’ I(G) --* . . . + L;“(G) + 1 
for all groups G. 
Proox This result is well known (cf. [BB]) and corresponds to the fact 
that 1 --f M:(G) + MS(G) -+ MT,“(G) + 1 is a short exact sequence of 
complexes. i 
3. RIGHT EXACT FUNCTORS 
We say that an endofunctor T on the category of groups is right exact 
if L:(G) = T(G) for all groups G. 
PROPOSITION 3. The three endo~Mnctors Gw G A G, G i--, G@ G, 
G H r(Gab) are right exact. 
Proof: To see that @ is right exact recall from [E2] (or Proposition 9 
in [BJR]) that if N is the kernel of a surjective group homomorphism 
x: G ++ Q then the kernel of the induced homomorphism nQ n: 
GQ G + Q @ Q is generated by the elements g Q n and n @ g with n E N, 
gEG. 
Now let KG be the kernel of E:: F2G -+ F’G, where G is some group. The 
kernel of E: @ .s: is thus generated by the elements x 0 k and k 0 x with 
k E KG and x E F2G. It follows that the image of d$ M?(G) + My(G) = 
F’G@ F’G is generated by the elements Z@R and R@Z where XE F’G 
and IGEE:( Since it is well known (cf. [BB]) that F’G,@(KG) r G it 
follows (by the above description of R @ rr) that 
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We leave to the reader the proof that A and r( -Ob) are right exact. 
Note that if N is the kernel of a surjective group homomorphism G + Q 
then the kernel of G A G --H Q A Q is generated by the elements 
g~~(~~(Gub)~ and n@g($f(G”*)) with rttzN and geG (see [El]), and 
the kernel of the surjective homomorphism T(Gab) --n r(Qu6) is generated 
by the elements (yg)(y@-’ with g E G”* and 6 E iV/Nn G’. 1 
4. THE EXACT SEQUENCE (2) 
In [BB] it is shown that H,(G) 2 L::;(G) for n > 3, where ( - )’ sends 
G to its derived subgroup G’. Thus Propositions 1, 2, and 3 yield 
immediately a long exact sequence 
I.. -+ H4(G) -+Lf’-“b’(G) + L:(G) -+ H,(G) 
+ I-( Ga6) -+ G 0 G + Lft- )‘(G) -+ 1. (3) 
It was proved algebraically in [El] (cf. [M]) that H,(G)s 
ker(G A G + G), and that 1;' E F A F for all free groups F. This second 
isomorphism implies that Lb- j'(G) 2 L,^  z G A G. So if we define 
J,(G) = L:- ,(G), n23 
l-,(G) = L;k$'(G), n>2 
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